DB Feud 2020 - Game 3
(requires 2 teams of 3-5 players each)
Rules

You are to separate into 2 teams of equal size.
In each round, a member of each team is gathered and the two are
presented with a question and the number of top answers.
Each question was answered by 100, 200 or 300 chat members.
All chat members surveyed have something in common which may or may
not help you answer.
Popular answers that do not fit the category or the spirit of the
question are included.
A player must buzz-in and give an answer. If the answer is not on the board
or not the top answer, the contestant who didn’t buzz in can give an
answer.
The player with the topmost answer may choose to play or pass the
question to the other team.
The team members must then each give an answer that fits the category. If
it’s on the board, the points for the answer are added to the bank. If it’s not,
the team gets a strike.
After three strikes, the opposing team gets the chance to give a single
answer that has yet to be revealed on the board. If they get it right, they win
the bank. If not, the playing team is awarded the banked points.
After 4 rounds, the team with the most points gets to play the bonus round.

Round 1 (We asked 100 chat members who wear a watch)
What’s a red flag your partner might be a grizzly bear?
1. They hibernate - 23
2. They have claws - 20
3. They catch salmon in their mouth - 14
4. They're furry - 13
5. They growl - 5
6. They love honey - 3

Round 2 (We asked 100 chat members who’d choose flight as a
superpower)

Name a way Santa might injure himself on the job
1. Falling off the roof/sleigh/chimney - 24
2. Burned in fireplace - 11
3. Injured by Reindeer - 10
4. Stuck in the chimney - 9
5. Improper lifting technique - 8
6. Sleigh crash - 6
7. Carbon monoxide poisoning - 5
8. Frostbite - 4

Round 3 – (We asked 200 Coke drinkers)
Name something most people would ask a genie for
1. More/infinite wishes - 81
2. Money/wealth - 79
3. Immortality - 8
4. More/infinite genies - 7
5. Health - 6

[ NOTE FROM ENGINEERING: The following round has no graphics to show ]

Round 3.5 –
955 chat members answered the 2020 DB Feud survey, but only ONE
of them is: a British, non-driving, Coke-drinking woman who doesn’t
believe in ghosts, nor wears a watch, speaks one language, wants to
be a shapeshifter, already owns a PS5 and loves cold weather.
In this round you have to guess HER answers.
For each question, both teams give an answer.
The team with the highest score goes first for the first question, then
teams alternate.
10 points for every correct answer.
● Name a vacation destination that would get a kid excited
Disney World

● What is the answer?
42

● Name something that honks
Goose

● You wake up to find yourself as a giant monster in the middle of
a large metropolitan city. What do you do first?
Stomp on the stock market building

● Name something you’d hate about being married to Bigfoot
Hair everywhere

Round 4 – (We asked 300 chat members who prefer cold weather)
Name an animal that given the chance would probably eat you
1. Cat - 80
2. Bear - 48
3. Lion - 30
4. Tiger - 29
5. Alligator/Crocodile - 16
6. Hippo - 16
7. Shark - 11
8. Hyena - 6

Bonus Round – Rules
2 members of the winning team must collectively gather 200 points by
answering 6 questions. 1 player leaves the room.
The remaining player gets 30 seconds to give 1 answer to each of the
following questions. Points are then counted.
The player who left returns to the room and gets 45 seconds to give
different answers to the same questions. Same/similar answers are buzzed
out and a different answer may be given.
If the team has collectively got 200 points, they win. If not, they lose.
There are no prizes.

Bonus Round
1. Name a cola/soda/pop/fizzy drink that’s not black - sprite 30 7up 7
2. Name a game you can play with a standard deck of cards - poker 21
solitaire 23
3. Name a reason to wear a ski mask - skiing 32 robbing a bank 24
4. Name something you usually eat or drink on a hot day - ice cream
32 lemonade 13
5. Name a sport with a fairly low average winning score - baseball 4
golf 30
6. Name a Dr. Seuss book - horton hears a who 0 green eggs and ham
25

[ NOTE FROM ENGINEERING: James, please pause after asking the questions (perhaps
do some ‘how happy are you with those answers?’ patter with the contestant) to give
engineering time to type in the answers into the system ]

Question 1
Name a cola/soda/pop/fizzy drink that’s not black
1. Sprite - 30
2. Mountain Dew - 18
3. freska - 15
4. 7-up - 7
5. Cream Soda - 5
6. Ginger Ale - 3

Question 2
Name a game you can play with a standard deck of cards
1. Solitaire - 23
2. Poker - 21
3. 52 Pickup - 12
4. Bridge - 8
5. Hearts - 6
6. Gin Rummy - 4
7. Go Fish - 4
8. Blackjack - 3

Question 3
Name a reason to wear a ski mask
1. Skiing - 32
2. Robbing a bank - 24
3. For warmth (because it's cold) - 23
4. Prevent the spread of disease - 10

Question 4
Name something you usually eat or drink on a hot day
1. Ice Cream - 32
2. Water - 20
3. Lemonade - 13
4. Iced tea - 11
5. Iced coffee - 7
6. Beer - 6

Question 5
Name a sport with a fairly low average winning score
1. Soccer - 33
2. Golf - 30
3. Hockey - 16
4. Baseball - 4

Question 6
Name a Dr. Seuss book
1. Green Eggs and Ham - 25
2. The Cat in the Hat - 17
3. Oh, The Places You'll Go! - 16
4. One Fish, Two Fish, Red Fish, Blue Fish - 13
5. Hop on Pop! - 8
6. Fox in Socks - 7

↓ remember this, James ↓

